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I.I DESCRIPTION

V. I.I.I The Weighing Rain Gage consists of four major elements, the
collector, the weighing mechanism, the chart drive and the
housing. Overall dimensions are shown on Fig. 1.2.

1.1.2 The collector diameter is 8 inches. A removable funnel is
V fitted to the bottom of the collector tube to provide for

snow and sleet measurements.

1.1.3 The weighing mechanism is a spring scale, the platform of
which is adapted to carry a bucket in which the precipita
tion is collected. The weight of the collected rainfall is
transferred through a suitable lever system to a pen which
moves across a paper chart. A dashpot is provided to mini
mize irregularities in the chart trace.

1.1.4 The chart drive is spring wound; it rotates a cylinder on
which the chart is held. It is equipped with a threaded
stud and is screwed into the base alongside the weighing
mechan ism.

1.1.5 The entire operating mechanism is enclosed within a cylin
drical case provided with a sliding door. This housing is
attached to the base by five screws. The collector forms
the top of the housing and is held in place by a bayonet
type locking lug and a pair of eyes for a padlock. The door

ff^ is fitted with a sliding latch, witheyes that accept a pad-
1 lock.

1.1.6 These gages are made to accept 2.4, 6, 9, and 12 inches of
rainfall. In the case of the 2.4, 6, and 9 inch capacity
gages, the record is made by a single excursion of the pen
across the chart. Twelve inch gages are also made to pro
vide single traverse records, but are normally arranged to
cover full capacity by having the pen make two excursions
across the chart, the first six fnches on the upstroke of
the pen and the second six inches on the downstroke.

1.1.7 Although the capacity is expressed in inches it is measured
in terms of weight, I inch of rainfalI bein<

*J

ng equivalent to

29.02 ounces at 62.56°F

1.1.8 The accuracy of the rain gage in the first traverse (0" to
6") is + 1/2 of \% (0.03"), and + \% (0.06") in the second
traverse (6" to 12").

1.1.9 The bucket used to receive the catch is of 12 quart capacity
for all gages. The bucket can be had with an overflow at
tachment when required.
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I. I.10 The chart drives furnished with these gages have the media—
#^ nism fixed to the instrument base. The record is made on a
^ chart carried on a cylinder rotating on a central vertical

spindle fixed to the mechanism. This arrangement provides
\ a lighter cylinder and avoids the danger of damaging the

chart drive during the removal and replacement of charts.

^ I.I.I I Several time scales are obtainable by changing gears on the
chart drive mechanism and cylinder; see "Instructions for
Chart Drive Assemblies", Book No. 8566.

1.2 INSTALLATION

1.2.1 In order to get truly representative records, the gage must
be prooerly located. The best location is an open field or
lot away from any object that might collect or divert natu
ral rainfall. Do not locate the gage close to buildings or
under trees, and do not allow it to be completely exposed to
the wind. Low bushes and fences, or walls that break the
force of the wind are beneficial if at a distance of at least
twice the height of the instrument. When it is necessary to
place a gage in an exposed location a wind shield, such as
the "Alter" type, should be provided,or a wind break in the
form of a fence or bushes created. Never instalI the gage
on the roof of abuilding unless a practical location on the
ground is not available. When it is necessary to install
the gage on a roof, the roof should be substantially flat
and at least 60 feet square with the gage placed in thecen-
ter of the roof area. If the place of installation is sub
jected to snow drifts or floods, the gage will have to be
erected on a tower type of support high enough to prevent it
from being covered over.

1.2.2 The gage must be fastened to a secure foundation with the
base level. Mount it on a concrete or wooden foundation so
that the base of the gage is not less than 12 nor more than
24 inches above ground level. When an anchor base is pro
vided it can be imbedded in a concrete foundation or bolted
to a wooden one. Three 3/8" diameter holes are provided in
the base of the rain gage for bolting it to the anchor base
or any other surface upon which it is to be mounted.

1.2.3 The gage is shipped with the mechanism locked and the bucket
platform secured. The chart drive cylinder, ink and dash-
pot oil are shipped in the catch bucket. The charts are in
the top carton insert.
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1.2.4 Unpack the gage carefully and proceed as follows:

1. Remove the collector (3—Fig. 1.2) by giving it a slight
clockwise turn and lifting it from the case (l).

2. Remove the bucket.

3. Remove the screw (5—Fig. I.l) and lift off the bucket
platform (6).

4. Remove the five screws (2—Fig. .1.2) that hold the case
(l) to the base and lift the case off the base. This
exposes the entire weighing mechanism.

5. Bolt the base to the prepared foundation. CAUTION: DO
NOT SET THE MOUNTING BOLTS UP SO TIGHTLY THAT THE BASE
CASTING IS DISTORTED.

6. Remove all shipping ties.

7. Loosen the mechanism locking screw (26—Fig. I.l) and
back it out until the top lever casting (24) is stopped
by the limit screw (28) and screw (26) is out of action.
Remove the stop sleeve (37) from around screw (2).
CAUTION: DO NOT DISTURB THE POSITION OF SCREWS (2) AND
(28). THESE ARE LIMIT SCREWS AND THEY ARE CAREFULLY SET
AT THE FACTORY. Screw (26) is a shipping lock and must
be secured in place by its locknut (25) in a position
such that it has no effect on the travel of the bucket

pIatform.

8. Fill the dashpot (6—Fig. 1.2) with the No. 5601, PT. 4
silicone fluid provided with the gage. To accomplish
this remove the dashpot as shown by Fig. 1.2. The dash-
pot (6) is held in place by two identical thumbscrews
(IA) and (4B). With the housing removed from the base,
the dashpot (6) can be removed by pulling it out the side
adjacent to the chart drive. Remove the chart drive as
sembly, see Book No. 8566. Remove the thumbsqrew (4A)
and, if necessary, loosen screw (4B), push up the dash-
pot cover (5), swing out the plunger (8) as shown at
view "B", and pull the dashpot straight out as shown at
view "C". Pour enough fluid (3.5 oz.) into the dashpot
to cover the plunger (8) in its most elevated position.
Slide the dashpot back into position allowing the plun
ger to drop into place as the dashpot is pushed in. Re
place the cover (5) and the thumbscrew (4A); replace
the chart drive assembly (See Book No. 8566).
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9. Replace the housing and secure it to the base with the
five screws that were taken out when the housing was re
moved. (2—Fig. 1-2)

10. Replace the bucket platform and secure it with screw
(5— Fig. I.l).

11. Place the bucket on the bucket platform making sure that
it is properly seated. If the gage has been furnished
with an overflow attachment; the pipe through the bottom
of the bucket must be aligned with the ho Ie in the buck
et platform directly above the funnel.

12. Replace the collector.

13. Open the sliding door of the case (l—Fig. 1.2), and
wind the chart drive; see Book No. 8566.

14. Mount a chart around the chart cylinder; see Book No.
8566.

15. Move the pen arm shifter (l— Fig. I.l) outward andset
the chart cylinder in place on the chart drive spindle;
see Book No. 8566.

|6. Ink the pen with No. 5592 purple ink, provided with the
gage; see "Instructions for Pens and Inks", Book No.
8565.

17. With the pen almost touching the chart, set the chart
drive to.time; see Book No. 8566. Press the pen arm
shifter (l—Fig. I-If all the way in so that the pen
makes contact with the chart surface. If operational
procedure requires it, depress the movement bracket (3)
to make a time mark on the chart.

18. Check the pen setting for zero. With the empty bucket
in place, the pen should rest on the zero line of the
chart. If any zero shift has occurred, correct it by
turning the thumbnut (27—Fig. I.l), or fine adjustment
screw (36) if provided. Tap lightly on the bucket plat
form (6) while reading the positions of the pen on the
chart.

19. Close the sliding door, and if operational procedure re
quires it, secure the hasps of the sliding door and of
the collector with padlocks.
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1.2.5 This completes the installation of the gage and puts it in
operat ion.

1.3 OPERATION

1.3.1 After the gage is installed its operation requires only the
routine procedure of emptying the bucket, winding the chart
drive, checking the ink supply, and changing the chart.

1.3.2 To gain access to the bucket, remove the collector, and to
gain access to the mechanism, raise the sliding door in the
housi ng.

1.3.3 The intervals between service calls will depend entirely on
local conditions and routine selected for the collection of
data from the gage. In no case can the interval exceed one
week because the chart drive must be wound at weekly inter
vals.

1.3-4 First open the sliding door and lift the pen from the chart
by pulling the pen arm shifter (l—Fig. I.l) away from the
mechanism support column. If a time check is desired, de
press the movement bracket (3) gently by hand so that a ver
tical mark about one-quarter inch long is made on the chart.
If for some reason the chart drive has stopped, mark the
trace by turning the cylinder slightly from right to left to
produce a horizontal lineacross the trace and thus indicate
the existing gage reading, even though vibration may have
caused the pen to rise above the level of the horizontal
Iine.

1.3.5 Next remove the collector and empty the bucket. Lift the
bucket slowly from the platform so that the gage mechanism
will not be subject to any sudden shock as the pen returns
to the zero reading. Replace the collector.

1.3.6 Lift the chart cylinder off the chart drive spindle. Avoid
touching the trace or storing the chart so that undried ink
might be smeared. Remove the chart clip and take the used
chart off the record cylinder.

1.3.7 Wind the chart drive; see Book No. 8566.

1.3.8 Move the pen arm shifter (l—Fig. I.l) outward, remove the
cylinder, and mount a fresh chart; see Book No. 8566.

1.3-9 Replace the cylinder on the chart drive spindle; see Book
No. 8566.

1.3.10 Ink the pen; see Book No. 8565-
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1.3.I I With the pen almost touching the chart, set the chart drive
to time; see Book No. 8566. Press the pen arm shifter
•TF'9" '"'' al ' tne way 'n so tnat tne Pen makes contact

with the chart surface. If operational procedure requires
it, depress the movement bracket (3) to make a time mark on
the chart.

1.3.12 Check the pen setting for zero. With the empty bucket in
place, the pen should rest on the zero line of the chart.
If any zero shift has occurred, correct it by turning the
thumbnut (27—Fig. I.l), or fine adjustment screw (36) if
provided.

1.3.13 Close the sliding door, and if operational procedure re
quires it, secure the hasps of the sliding door and of the
collector with padlocks.

1.3.14 During the season when snow and sleet as well as freezing
temperatures are likely to occur, the U. S. Weather Bureau
recommends the following added operational procedures.

1.3.15 Remove the funnel at the bottom end of the collector tube.
The funnel is held in place by a bayonet lock and is re
moved by rotating it until the passing slots in the funnel
rim are opposite the detents in the collector tube and then
pulling the funnel off the end of the tube. An anti-freeze
solution is placed in the bucket to melt snow falling into
it and to prevent damage by freezing.

1.3.16 The charge of anti-freeze recommended is a mixture of two
pounds of commercial ahydrous calcium chloride (JJ to 80 per
cent pure) dissolved in one and one-quarter to one and one-
half quarts of water, at room temperature, to which is added
two ounces of low viscosity non-emulsifying oil such as SAE
10 motor oil.

1.3.17 When this charge is placed in the empty bucket, weight is
added so that the gage no longer reads zero; Normally the
elevation of the zero level is 2.55 to 2.94 inches. Under
these conditions, the fresh anti-freeze solution is effec
tive to -60°F.

1.3.18 As precipitation accumulates, the charge is diluted. When
the chart reading is 4 inches the freezing point is -50°F.
At 5 inches the freezing point is +5°F. When the gage read
ing reaches 6 inches referenced to the empty bucket the
freezing point of the solution is +|6°F.

1.3.19 Whenever the accumulation of precipitation reduces the ef
fectiveness of the anti-freeze charge to a point that the
contents of the gage are likely to freeze, the bucket should
be emptied and recharged.
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1.3.20 This anti-freeze charge is corrosive. The gage bucket is
protected by hot dip gal vanizing, but further protection can
be had by applying a coat of asphalt paint to the interior
walls of the bucket.

1.4 MAINTENANCE

1.4.1 A great deal of maintenance can be avoided if care is taken
in performing the routine operational procedure. The inter
val between service operations on the gage will depend
largely on its environment and will vary from three months
to six months or a year. The need for service will be ap
parent by the behavior and appearance of the gage duringthe
regular visits required to wind the chart drive, change the
chart and tend the bucket. Any extraordinary collection of
dirt, lack of sensitiveness of the weighing mechanism, er
ratic pen operation or corrosion should be apparent to an a-
Iert operator at the time of these visits.

1.4-2 When it becomes necessary to service the gage to restore it
to normal operating condition, proceed as follows:

1. Remove the case as explained in Par. 1.2.4, steps I
through 4, of Sect. 1.2, Installation.

2. Clean all moving parts thoroughly with a soft brush
moistened with carbon tetrachloride or naphtha. Do not
use solvents such as alcohol or lacquer thinner that at
tack painted surfaces.

3. Apply a non-gumming instrument oil, such as Belfort In
strument Company Lubricating Oil No. 5600, to the bear
ings of all moving parts. Oil sparingly.

4. Examine the linkage system and other moving parts for
evidence of excess friction and loose fastenings. Dirty
or distorted links, particularly at the slides, will
cause the gage to be sluggish.

5. Clean the bucket thoroughly and if its interior surface
has been coated with asphalt, make sure the protective
coating is intact.

6. Inspect the dashpot and, if necessary, adjust the oiI
level so that the piston is covered in the up position.

7. Clean the pen; see Book No. 8565-

8. Inspect, lubricate and overhaul the chart drive; seeBook
no. 8566.
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4.3

1.4.4

1.5

cleaning as outlined above, the
any need for a complete recali-
ral years. All weighing units
of the levers and the pen arms
positions, the length of their

and the spring length set for
ave the factory. Avoid tamper-
hen servicing the gage. All ad-
d and will remain fixed except

shock or mishandling, such as
platform too rapidly. Usually
d to dirty or distorted Iinkage

With occasional service and
gage should operate without
brat ion for a period of seve
°f gages have had the planes
set in their proper relative
connecting linkage adjusted
standard rate before they le
ing with these adjustments w
justments are securely locke
under, conditions of extreme
lifting the bucket from the
malfunctioning can be trace
and gummy oil.

If a check of tha gage shows that a complete recaIibration
is necessary, it should be returned to the factory. If,
however, it is desired to do the work locally, the BeIfort
Instrument Company is prepared to furnish the necessary
equipment (8849,GP. I) and instructions (.8051 ).

REPLACEMENT PARTS

ILLUSTRATION

Fig. I.l

- I

- 2,26,28

- 6

9

10

11

13

14

17

DESCRIPTION

MECHANISM

Pen shifter 933

Screws, adjustment 8471

Bucket platform 953

Bucket (12 quart), standard 6121

Bucket (12 quart), with over
flow assembly 8727

Link, adjustable rear 940

Link; long lever 939

SIide, calibrating 941

Long lever assembly 914

Counter-weight 909

SIide, calibrating 942

Swivel bracket 920

MANUFACTURER
PART NO,
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ILLUSTRATION

2.1-18

-19
-20

-23,30
-27
-31
-33
-34
-35
-38
-39

-40

-41

Fig. 1.2

- I

- 3
-4A,4B

DESCRIPTION

Pen arm

Recording pen No. 3-LS
Dashpot plunger
Pen arm bracket
Levers, pen extension
Thumbnut
Spring Mounting assembly
Short Lever
Dashpot cylinder
Screw mountings, dashpot
Chart Clip
Chart drive mechanism; stud
mounted (without time scale
pinion)
Chart cylinder with clip;
stationary service (without
time scale gear)
Chart drive assembly;
stationary service (with
time scale gears; please
specify period desired)

CASE — REMOVAL DASHPOT

Case assembly
CoIIector assembIy
Screw mountings, dashpot

Calibration weight set
(12" set)
Calibration procedure
Lubricating oil, general
purpose ( 2 oz. )
Silicone fluid; 1,000 c.s
(3.5 oz.)
Ink, No. 10, purple (£ oz.)

MANUFACTURER
PART NO.

992
559

8625
903
943
952

8197
917

8621
7207
8570,Pt. 4
5418

8584,Gp. 4

8171,GP. 4

8648
957

7207

8849,Gp. I

8051
5600,Pt. 2

5601,Pt. 4

5592,Pt. £

Book
Page

No
10
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FIG. 1.2
CASE - REMOVAL OF DASH POT

RAIN GAGE WEIGHING TYPE
CAT. No. 5-780 SERIES
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